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1. Summary 

Welcome to use Enjet turbine engine . This manual can show how to use the E80/E100 turbine that 
developed by ENJET AVIATION TECHNOLOGY CO;LTD; 

DO NOT OPERATE THE ENJET ENGINE BEFORE YOU HAVE READ THE MANUAL AND FULLY 
UNDERSTAND EVERY PROCEDURAL DETAIL 

Any more questions, can connect ENJET-EUROPE customer service center: 
www.enjet-europe.eu or enjet-turbines@pt.lu 

 

2. Safety precaution 

As you know that a turbine is a precise system ,it always run in high speed and high temperature , so 
there is some danger when you use the turbine. 

Safety Notification 

1. Do not fly in prohibited flight areas 

2. Prohibition of operation in flammable, explosive and fire-proof areas 

3. Prohibition of operation in silent areas 

4. Prohibition of disassembly and replacement of spare parts without authorization (will be refusal to                   
maintain or repair) 

5. Can only use CO2 fire extinguisher can allow , others are not allowed. 

6. When running human must access security area .When a turbine is running high speed and high 
temperature ,if dynamic balance or others get bad, there will be solid ejections. people should leave 
the front of turbine 3m at least, and leave the left and right sides 60m at least, and leave the tail 20m 
at least. 

7. Hearing protection. please protect the ear. 

http://www.enjet-europe.eu
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8. When start /running /cooling/cooing after some time, can not touch the turbine , otherwise will be 
a risk of burning. 

9. Prohibition of long-term storage of fuel in plastic tanks. 

10. Enjet turbine can just use in model airplane. 

Disclaimer 

1. It is essential to use ENJET turbine engines in legitimate and safe flying places. Users are fully 
aware of the possible accidental injuries caused by turbine flights and assume all responsibilities. 

2. Before flight, the user should check and test the engine on the ground, and try to eliminate the 
possible faults caused by various reasons. turbine engines and their carriers are very complex 
operating systems. we can not identify the specific causes of the failure. Except for routine 
maintenance and maintenance, ENJET does not bear any direct or indirect liability for damages. 



 

1. Enjet sketch map and component list 



Component list 

No. component comments

1 Turbine body Not same if Turbine type different

2 Brushless Fuel pump Not same if Turbine type different

3 Wire

4 Installation ring

5 Fisto Filtration give as a present

6 Throttle signal Plug

7 Battery XT60 Plug

8 Fisto Tubing fast joint

9 Temperature sensor

10 Pump test button

Yellow. long press to test pump(forward 
turning when connect to turbine , otherwise 
reverse turning) .stop when release

11 Start motor test button Black start motor running when long press

12 Battery XT60 Plug

13 Oil intake nozzle

14 Oil outlet nozzle

15 Led  Display Show the speed and throttle

16 Fuel pump fixed hole

17 LIPO Battery For E80/100, use 2S

18 Bubble-proof tank Purchase by user

19 PU Fuel pipe Give some as a present

20 ECU system LED Green. bright when system ok , flash when 
system not ok

21 Speed LED orange，flash when rotor turn 

22 Ignition head LED Red Bright when Ignition working



4. Installation construction 

Install the turbine to aircraft ,make sure fixed and connect the fuel pipe and wire according to sketch. 

Be careful 

1) The ECU had installed into the turbine ,so user can just connect the wire. It is simple to connect the 
wire, and fault-proof connection . The wire must fixed well. 

2) PU fuel pipe must clean ,and not winding. Cut the pipe flat and then connect to the fuel joint. If not 
flat ,the fuel will leakage . The external diameter is 4CM and the internal diameter is 2.5CM . The 
pump had signed the fuel input and output arrow. 

Untertitel



3)  Connect the throttle signal plug to the correct channel of receiver. 

4)  If no filter in the UAT tank, the oil filtration must install between UAT and Pump, if have a  filter in the 
UAT Tank so should install between pump and turbine. 

5)  Make sure no air in the bubble-proof tank. 

Operating process. 

Before the first time running 

1. Download and install the app. 

■ Android Mobile Phone：open " http://www.enjet.cn " by browser, then will see the app 

download link 

■ iPhone：APP store search "Enjet" and then install it on your phone. 

2. APP Manual  (Also refer on the App Manual) 

3. Calibrate the radio 

4. Exhaust the air out of pipe. 

 a) Make sure fuel pump connect to turbine, and ECU show Ready when power on. 

ECU light need show ready



  

 b) The intake nozzle of fuel pump connect to bubble-proof tank. 

 c) Do not connect the outlet nozzle of fuel pump to turbine. 

 d) Long press the button (Pump +) to run the pump ,so the air can clear out. 

5) Control operate 

Startup:  

When the ready light on the ECU show green color mean system ok , so now can proceed on the start 

of the turbine, take the trim and then throttle rocker to maximum and keep 1 second at least, then 

throttle rocker to minimum, so the turbine can go to "run" state. 

   

ECU Pump Test and clear air out.

Turbine in running mode



Control 

When in "running" sate, can use the throttle rocker to control the turbine speed. sate, can use the 

throttle rocker to control the turbine speed. 

Stop: 

If want to stop the turbine ,just take the trim and throttle rocker to minimum. 

6)  Prepare CO2 fire extinguishers to prevent accidental fire. 

Startup 

How to start the turbine (Refer to „5“ Control Operate) 

Test before Fly 

Test the turbine on the ground (include accelerate and high speed) ,if in highland ,must test 

some times. 

Stop 

(Refer to „5“ Control Operate) 

Cooling 

After stop, the turbine will go to cooling state. 

Continue to start 

After cooling ,if system ready ,you can continue to start the turbine. 

Uninstall the turbine from aircraft 

1) Clear the pipe's fuel by pump 

 disconnect the wire between turbine and pump ,and then press the yellow button ,then the pump   

 can run reverse and the fuel can back to fuel tank. 

2) Press the fast joint (the blue part), then can put the pipe out. 

3)  Close the fast joint so impurity can not go to the turbine 

4) Put the Pipe out of the Pump and close. 



6. Fuel and power 

1) Fuel：  

2) ENJET turbine can use aviation kerosene and diesel oil as fuel, the proportion of lubricating oil if 5%  

Power 

3) 2S (7.4V) , >2200MAH, >20C  

7. Troubleshooting 

Refer to《Enjet APP User Manual》 

8.After Sales-service 

Technical support 

If there is any problem in engine operation, contact Enjet-Europe at 
enjet-turbines@pt.lu or +352 621 168 227. 

Problems & Warranty 

1) If problems arise in the use of the engine, you can contact Enjet-Europe enjet-turbines@pt.lu. If need 
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to send back to the factory for maintenance, will inform the approximate cost and send the bill to the 

user. After communication and confirmation, user can send the turbine back to Enjet-Europe for 

send back to factory in China. 

2) need to write the reason and return address in maintenance slip  

3) in the first 25 hours running time , Enjet will free to repair if the  

◉ temperature sensor failure 

◉ Ignition head failure 

◉ start motor failure 

◉ speed sensor failure 

4) Customization and other advanced applications can contact Enjet-Europe. 

9. Product Information 

10.Enjet APP User Manual 

1. Summary 
  Enjet Turbine is developed by ZHONGDONG AVIATION TECHINOLOGY Co,Ltd , you can use it   
 to monitor and set parameters of the turbine.  
2. APP Running In 
  iPhone , Android Mobile 
3. APP Install 

parameter E80 E100

Thrust when idle(N) 4 4

Thrust when maxspeed(N) 80 100

Weight (g) 1025 1035

External diameter (mm) 89 89

Length (mm) 210 215

Oil consumption  when maxspeed(ml/min) 340 380

Maintenance cycle (h) 25 25

Fuel Aviation kerosene or diesel

Lubricating oil 5% Mobil Pegasus II

Battery 2S lithium battery



◆ iPhone：APP store search "Enjet" and then install  
◆ Android Mobile：open " http://www.enjet.cn " by browser, then will see the app download 

local , and then download and install. 
4. APP Start 
  click the app, then select the language (Chines or English) and products. As follows 

1. click and run the app 

 
2. select language 

 
3. select products 

 

  Note：smoke pump in developing now 

5. Turbine APP operate 
1. Connect to turbine 



 make sure that the Bluetooth is open. click the "Connect" button that on the upper right 
corner. app will search and show the turbine . 

 
   click the turbine which had found ,then the app will connect with it. 

 

2. Monitoring interface 
  the monitoring interface had divide in 7 grounds 

1) Engine State: show the engine work state(stop/running /cooling. eg) ,and show the total 
running time 

2) Fault Tips/Explain: show the system faults  
3) Parameter grounds: show the parameters that had be set to the Engine 
4) Running Time: show the running time that after maintain 
5) Speed and temperature ground: show the speed (RPM) and temperature 
6) Component monitoring  grounds: show the component (start valve, fuel valve, ignition plug 

eg.) state ,and the throttle ,voltage 
7) Engine number:show the engine number 



 
3.parameter interface: while in the Monitoring interface ,click the  "Setting" button to enter     

the parameter interface  
1. radio calibration 

 

◇ we are support "User calibration " and "Default" mode . Generally ,user do not need to 
calibrate the radio ,just use the Default mode ,because the default mode can match most of 
radio now. 

◇ if you want to calibrate the radio ,just follow the notes , calibrate the "stop", "idle", "maxSpeed" 
.  after calibrate the note on right will be " calibrated" 

◇ if you want to use "default" mode ,just select the "default mode" of the dropdown box, and 
click the "Calibrate" button. 

◇ note： 
  The note on the right of dropdown box, just indicate that after power on if had calibrated. 
It is mean: if you had calibrated ok and then power off , when power on again , the note will 
still be "no calibrate" ,but it is really calibrate ok at last power on , now the "UnCalibrate" just 
mean on this power on have no calibrate , so you do not need to calibrate again , just start the 
turbine. 



 

2. Parameter setting 
    You can set some parameters on this ground, bottom Left will show the current          
    parameters that had been set. 

6. Fault description 

1. System ok now : system ok ,not faults now 
2. Battery low: battery voltage low , replace a full battery. 
3. Ignition Error: the ignition had broken down , need to send the turbine back to Enjet-Europe to 

repair 
4. Temperature error: the temperature sensor had broken down . Can send the turbine back to Enjet-

Europe to repair ,or replace a new temperature sensor send by Enjet-Europe. 
5. radio error:  something wrong had happened when calibrate the radio , check the radio and 

calibrate again. 
6. Battery error : the battery not fit ,please see the battery type that signed on the turbine. 
7. Timeout to service : the running time is up to 25 hours ,need to send back and service. the new 

version of turbine can still start and run if connect to APP ,but the some old version of turbine cannot 
start again, must send back . no matter new version or old version turbine, should be send back 
when timeout. 

8. Pump loss: the communication between pump and turbine had been wrong. please check the wire 
between pump and turbine, or check if pump is still working . 

9. Radio loss : please check the radio is on, or the throttle line is connect to the receiver. 
10.Start speed low :when start the turbine, the speed cannot rise to expect . some reasons maybe: 

a) Start motor fault :when start, the start motor do not work.  must send back to repair. 
b) Clutch cannot throw out: can try to start one more time , if it still often happen, please send back 



to repair. 
c) The rotor of turbine had broken, must send back to repair. 
d) The start fuel low : you can rise the start fuel, note that should increase slowly, and care of fire. 

11. Start temperature low , some reasons maybe: 
a) The temperature of ignition head is too low that cannot ignition oil , on this case , the turbine just 

smoking . you can replace a full battery, or go to Component Test and put on the ignition head 
some seconds then start again . If it still cannot start , and check the oil is no problem , please 
send back to repair. 

b) The start fuel is too low : in this case , there is fire in the turbine. But since oil too few, the fire is 
small, and the temperature go up too slow, you can increase the fuel and  start again. 

c) The temperature occurred error : the temperature value suddenly change to 0℃, the reason is 
that the temperature sensor occurred error, can start again if it still happen, can send the turbine 
back to Enjet-Europe to repair, or replace a new temperature sensor send by Enjet-Europe. 

12. If startup failure, there may some fuel in the turbine, so before start again you need to put  
them out of turbine, otherwise it may cause big fire. You can tilt the turbine (tailpipe 
downward) , then use radio or APP turn the rotor and blow the fuel out. 

13.Temperature high when running: if the ECU check and find temperature high when running, it may 
be the temperature sensor inaccuracy or the turbine had been out of order . You can run the turbine 
to high speed on the ground and see if the tail spray is red and bright ,if it is, please send back to 
repair. 

14.Speed signal loss : Magnetic disturbance or speed sensor error can cause speed signal loss . when 
no interference, you can run on the ground (need to high speed) some times and see if it still 
happen. if it still happen, please send back to repair.  

15.Fuel block: please check the fuel channel (include oil filtration) is fluent, and check the fuel pump is 
running ok . If the fuel pump not smooth , please send back to repair. 

16.Abnormal rotational speed when cooling, please check if the start motor can still running, 
 and if the clutch can joint to the rotor ,and if the rotor can turn still. 

Contact us 
Enjet-Europe 
79,Route de Remich 
L-5330 Moutfort 
Phone +352 621 168 227 
Mail enjet-turbines@pt.lu 
copyright enjet-europe 2023 
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